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So youSo you’’ve implemented anve implemented an
evidence-based program?evidence-based program?

 Did it work?Did it work?
 To what extent? For whom?To what extent? For whom?

 WHYWHY was it ineffective, or not as effective was it ineffective, or not as effective
as you would have liked?as you would have liked?

WeWe’’ve come a long way, baby!ve come a long way, baby!

 Growth in the number of empirically validatedGrowth in the number of empirically validated
programsprograms

 FundersFunders and policy-makers are advocating for and policy-makers are advocating for
greater use of greater use of EVPsEVPs

 Practitioners are being sold on the effectivenessPractitioners are being sold on the effectiveness
of these of these ““modelmodel”” programs programs

 Research and State- and Federal Initiatives areResearch and State- and Federal Initiatives are
supporting large-scale replicationssupporting large-scale replications
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……and miles to go before I sleepand miles to go before I sleep

 EVPsEVPs still represent the minority of prevention still represent the minority of prevention
programsprograms

 Research has shown that many (most?) arenResearch has shown that many (most?) aren’’tt
being implemented with fidelitybeing implemented with fidelity

 There is tension between advocates of strictThere is tension between advocates of strict
fidelity and those who encourage localfidelity and those who encourage local
adaptationadaptation

 Very few programs measure or monitorVery few programs measure or monitor
implementation fidelity and qualityimplementation fidelity and quality

Why does fidelity matter?Why does fidelity matter?

 The basis on which these programs wereThe basis on which these programs were
determined to be effectivedetermined to be effective

 Research has clearly linked fidelity with positiveResearch has clearly linked fidelity with positive
outcomesoutcomes
 Higher fidelity is associated with better outcomesHigher fidelity is associated with better outcomes

across a wide range of programs and practicesacross a wide range of programs and practices
(PATHS, MST, FFT, TND, LST and others)(PATHS, MST, FFT, TND, LST and others)

 Fidelity enables us to attribute outcomes to theFidelity enables us to attribute outcomes to the
intervention, and provides information aboutintervention, and provides information about
program feasibilityprogram feasibility

Fidelity is associated with program outcomesFidelity is associated with program outcomes
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Is adaptation inevitable/necessary?Is adaptation inevitable/necessary?

 Research shows that a high degree of fidelity Research shows that a high degree of fidelity isis
attainable (Project TND, PROSPER, Blueprints)attainable (Project TND, PROSPER, Blueprints)

 There is little empirical support for culturalThere is little empirical support for cultural
adaptation of adaptation of EVPsEVPs
 Most have shown similar effects acrossMost have shown similar effects across

gender, ethnicity/race, SESgender, ethnicity/race, SES
 Few studies of prospective culturalFew studies of prospective cultural

adaptations have yielded positive outcomesadaptations have yielded positive outcomes

Fidelity Fidelity cancan be achieved be achieved
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Adaptation happensAdaptation happens……

 Between 23% and 81% of program activitiesBetween 23% and 81% of program activities
may be omitted during implementation.  may be omitted during implementation.  (Durlak,(Durlak,
1998)1998)

 Only 19% of schools implement research-basedOnly 19% of schools implement research-based
curricula with fidelity.  curricula with fidelity.  (Hallfors & Godette, 2002)(Hallfors & Godette, 2002)

 Only about 75% of the students received 60%Only about 75% of the students received 60%
or more of the Life Skills Training Program.or more of the Life Skills Training Program.
(Botvin, et al., 1995)(Botvin, et al., 1995)
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94.394.347.847.816.6216.62121272.0372.03Team TaughtTeam Taught

85.185.143.443.411.8111.81131365.2565.25Teacher OnlyTeacher Only

94.794.727.527.518.2718.27292962.4762.47Police OfficerPolice Officer
OnlyOnly

MaximumMaximumMinimumMinimumStd. DevStd. DevNNMean FidelityMean FidelityImplementerImplementer

LEEP-LST Study:LEEP-LST Study:
Standardized Mean Fidelity Score by ImplementerStandardized Mean Fidelity Score by Implementer

(Bumbarger & Miller, 2007)(Bumbarger & Miller, 2007)

PA Blueprints Initiative 2007:PA Blueprints Initiative 2007:
Fidelity vs. AdaptationFidelity vs. Adaptation

PA Blueprints Initiative 2007:PA Blueprints Initiative 2007:
Fidelity vs. AdaptationFidelity vs. Adaptation
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The realityThe reality……..

 While possible, fidelity is not a naturallyWhile possible, fidelity is not a naturally
occurring phenomenon occurring phenomenon –– adaptation (more adaptation (more
accurately program drift) is the defaultaccurately program drift) is the default

 Most adaptation is reactive rather than proactiveMost adaptation is reactive rather than proactive
 Most adaptation weakens rather thanMost adaptation weakens rather than

strengthens the likelihood of positive outcomesstrengthens the likelihood of positive outcomes

Why does adaptation occur?Why does adaptation occur?
 Unforeseen barriers (time, resources, access to theUnforeseen barriers (time, resources, access to the

population)population)

 Inadequate training or understanding of the programInadequate training or understanding of the program’’ss
underlying theoryunderlying theory

 Implementers lack necessary skillsImplementers lack necessary skills

 Lack of perceived efficacy/relevance/acceptanceLack of perceived efficacy/relevance/acceptance

 Programs that arenPrograms that aren’’t t ““user friendlyuser friendly””

 Lack of Administrator supportLack of Administrator support

 Dysfunctional/unsupportive contextDysfunctional/unsupportive context

 InertiaInertia

Components of fidelityComponents of fidelity

 ContentContent
 DosageDosage
 Method of delivery (including Method of delivery (including ““whowho””))
 ContextContext
 Participant Engagement (includingParticipant Engagement (including

recruitment/retention)recruitment/retention)
 others?...others?...
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Improving fidelity locallyImproving fidelity locally

 Good pre-implementation planningGood pre-implementation planning
 Improve practitioner knowledge of preventionImprove practitioner knowledge of prevention

science (etiology and theories of change)science (etiology and theories of change)
 Build a sustainable infrastructure for monitoringBuild a sustainable infrastructure for monitoring

implementation fidelity and qualityimplementation fidelity and quality
 Build internal capacity AND desireBuild internal capacity AND desire
 What gets measured mattersWhat gets measured matters

Tools for monitoringTools for monitoring
implementationimplementation

 Many programs now have standard implementationMany programs now have standard implementation
monitoring toolsmonitoring tools
 Can be adapted for local needsCan be adapted for local needs
 New instruments can easily be created with a knowledge of theNew instruments can easily be created with a knowledge of the

interventionintervention
 Instruments should be practical and briefInstruments should be practical and brief
 Some sources are more reliable than othersSome sources are more reliable than others

 Implementer self-reports are easiest, but leastImplementer self-reports are easiest, but least
reliablereliable

 Third party or peer observations are more reliableThird party or peer observations are more reliable
 Videotaped observations offer many advantagesVideotaped observations offer many advantages
 Multiple informants are bestMultiple informants are best

Building a sustainable infrastructureBuilding a sustainable infrastructure

 Fidelity is susceptible to many variables and thus is fluidFidelity is susceptible to many variables and thus is fluid
over time over time –– it must be monitored continually it must be monitored continually
 Acknowledge the difference between adoption phase andAcknowledge the difference between adoption phase and

implementation phaseimplementation phase

 The tendency for adaptation does not significantlyThe tendency for adaptation does not significantly
diminish over time diminish over time –– there is no inoculation against drift there is no inoculation against drift

 Processes for monitoring fidelity and quality should beProcesses for monitoring fidelity and quality should be
part of the program infrastructure - TQMpart of the program infrastructure - TQM

 Training, Evaluation, Fidelity and Sustainability areTraining, Evaluation, Fidelity and Sustainability are
inseparable inseparable –– they must be addressed and planned for they must be addressed and planned for
comprehensivelycomprehensively
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Building internal capacity andBuilding internal capacity and
motivationmotivation

 Approach fidelity from a practical, accountabilityApproach fidelity from a practical, accountability
perspective perspective –– don don’’t make it a data/research/compliancet make it a data/research/compliance
issueissue

 Quality implementation is rooted in the implementersQuality implementation is rooted in the implementers
beliefs about the efficacy of the programbeliefs about the efficacy of the program

 The goal is to develop local intrinsic motivation forThe goal is to develop local intrinsic motivation for
monitoring fidelity and quality of program delivery monitoring fidelity and quality of program delivery –– it it
must be tied to outcomes through quality controlmust be tied to outcomes through quality control

 Involve local practitioners/implementers in theInvolve local practitioners/implementers in the
development and conduct of evaluationdevelopment and conduct of evaluation

 Process evaluation Process evaluation isis fidelity monitoring fidelity monitoring

Practical strategiesPractical strategies

 Peer coaching, peer observationPeer coaching, peer observation
 Schedule regular opportunities for reflectiveSchedule regular opportunities for reflective

practice and de-briefingpractice and de-briefing
 Never let the initial training be the only trainingNever let the initial training be the only training
 Data in must ALWAYS require data out Data in must ALWAYS require data out –– create create

feedback loops and safe environments forfeedback loops and safe environments for
reflectionreflection

 Foster internal competition when appropriateFoster internal competition when appropriate
 Emphasize the importance of a clearEmphasize the importance of a clear

understanding of a programunderstanding of a program’’s logic models logic model

…….there is no credit for miracles.there is no credit for miracles

Implementation data is the key to the blackImplementation data is the key to the black
box of box of ““what happened?what happened?””
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Thank You!Thank You!
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